In many regions of the ancient Near East, not least in Upper Mesopotamia, Syria and Anatolia where agriculture relied mainly on rainfall, storm-gods ranked among the most prominent gods in the local panthea or were even regarded as divine kings, ruling over the gods and bestowing kingship on the human ruler. While the Babylonian and Assyrian storm-god never held the highest position among the gods, he too belongs to the group of 'great gods' through most periods of Mesopotamian history. Given the many cultural contacts and the longevity of traditions in the ancient Near East only a study that takes into account all relevant periods, regions and text-groups can further our understanding of the different ancient Near Eastern storm-gods. The study Wettergottgestalten Mesopotamiens und Nordsyriens by the present author (2001) tried to tackle the problems involved, basing itself primarily on the textual record and excluding the genuinely Anatolian storm-gods from the study. Given the lack of handbooks, concordances and thesauri in our field, the book is necessarily heavily burdened with materials collected for the first time. Despite comprehensive indices, the long lists and footnotes as well as the lack of an overall synthesis make the study not easily accessible, especially outside the German-speaking community. In 2003 Alberto Green published a comprehensive monograph entitled The Storm-God in the Ancient Near East whose aims are more ambitious than those of Wettergottgestalten: All regions of the ancient Near East-including a chapter on Yahwe as a storm-god-are taken into account, and both textual and iconographic sources are given equal space. Unfortunately this book, which was apparently finished and submitted to the publisher before Wettergottgestalten came to its author's attention, suffers from some serious flaws with regard to methodology, philology and the interpretation of texts and images. In presenting the following succinct overview I take the opportunity to make up for the missing synthesis in Wettergottgestalten and to provide some additions and corrections where necessary. It is hoped that this synthesis can also serve as a response to the history of ancient Near Eastern storm-gods as outlined by A. Green.
Tessub, the Hurrian King of the Gods

Name and Early History
The name of the Hurrian storm-god, Tessub, which should strictly be written Tessob according to the orthography of the Mittani letter (the variant form Tessoba occurs in the onomasticon), is without etymology, but may well be genuinely Hurrian. Tessub is attested first in Hurrian personal names of the Ur III and Old Babylonian periods. The first attestation for the storm-god himself occurs in the Hurrian inscription of Tis-Atal of Urkes (Ur III period), where the name of the god is already written logographically ( d ISKUR).
Nothing is known about the history of the god before Hurrian dynasties established themselves in the Upper Mesopotamian area. Tessub certainly belongs to the old Hurrian pantheon and shares his roots with the Urartian storm-god Teiseba, who is only attested in the 1st mill. Tessub was presumably at the head of the Hurrian pantheon from time immemorial as divine king. The assumption that his position of divine king accrued to him only via syncretism with Upper Mesopotamian Haddu, remains without convincing proof. The fact that Teiseba only has the second rung in the Urartian pantheon after ›aldi results from secondary developments (Wettergottgestalten, (444) (445) (446) .
Diffusion of the Cult
The main cult centre of Tessub was Kumme, which presumably lies in the valley of the Eastern ›abur. The name Kumme may perhaps be interpreted as originally Hurrian (in Akkadian then Kummu(m), in Hittite Kummiya), which would speak for an originally Hurrian character of the sanctuary. The sanctuary can be attested in the sources from the Old Babylonian to the Neo-Assyrian period and enjoyed a transregional significance similar to that of the temple of the storm-god of Aleppo. 1 The storm-god sanctuary of East Tigridian Arrap¢e (Arrap¢um) is attested from the Old Babylonian period, too, and probably also had a Hurrian character even before the 15th cent. 2 With the increased establishment of Hurrian dynasties and finally the rise of the Empire of Mittani in the Upper Mesopotamian-North Syrian area, the cult of Tessub also spread and connected with traditions associated of old with the Semitic storm-god, Addu. Due to the lack of sources, however, it is not yet even possible to trace the developments via local case studies in any detail. The most important temples of Tessub within the realm of the Mittani empire were those of the cities Ka¢at, Wassukkanni, U¢us(u)màn(i) and Irride. 3 A few traces of the short-lived Hurro-Mittanian rule over Assyria are still visible in the traditions associated with Adad in the NeoAssyrian period, 4 but more importantly Hurrian cultural influence extended as far as southern Anatolia and reached-mainly via Kizzuwatna-the Hittite royal family, so that significant elements, motifs and texts of Syro-Hurrian origin are identifiable in the Hittite cult from the Middle Hittite period on. The Hittite storm-god was identified with Tessub in the process; relevant religious texts (myths, hymns, prayers) were adopted and partially translated into Hittite, the name of Tessub being replaced by that of the Hittite stormgod in these cases. The Syro-Hurrian pantheon with Tessub and ›èbat at its top formed an important element of the cult. 5 Almost all texts providing information on the ideas associated with Tessub have been transmitted to us by Hittite scribes, be it in Hittite or Hurrian. All these texts were already the result of a comprehensive fusion of originally Syrian and Hurrian traditions, each of which was in early contact with the Assyro-Babylonian world too.
Tessub as Head of the Imperial Pantheon of Mittani
According to the few sources at our disposal (mainly the Mittani dossier in the Amarna correspondence) Tessub was at the top of the official pantheon of the Mittani Empire. Nearest in rank to him was the goddess (Istar-)Sawuska. What relationship these two divinities had to each other, is not quite clear. In the Hurrian myths and rituals known to us from ›attusa the North-Syrian ›èbat is always 3 These are the local forms of Tessub mentioned in the god list of the Sattiwaza treaty, see Wettergottgestalten, 461f .; a few more storm-god sanctuaries in what must have been cities belonging to Mittani are attested in Middle Assyrian sources (Sura, Isana, see Wettergottgestalten, 577f.) . 4 See Wettergottgestalten, 482 on Sèri(s) and ›urri in Assyrian sources. 5 Cf. Wettergottgestalten, 498-501, and see now I. Wegner, Hurritische Opferlisten aus hethitischen Festbeschreibungen II, ChS I/3-2, Roma 2002. the wife, Sawuska on the other hand the sister of the storm-god. This Syro-Hurrian tradition can, however, hardly be an originally Hurrian concept. Conspicuously, forms of Sawuska were often worshipped at the side of Tessub in the area east of the Tigris which lay under Hurrian influence, and even in Old Babylonian Upper Mesopotamia, forms of Istar appear to have been worshipped at the side of the storm-god, albeit without Istar-Sawuska being explicitly labelled the consort of Tessub. How the relationship between Tessub and Sawuska was conceptualised in the imperial pantheon of Mittani is not discernable from the available sources. The goddess ›èbat was surely not unknown, as Mittanian princesses have her in their names. Thus one cannot exclude that the Syro-Hurrian tradition also prevailed in the imperial pantheon of Mittani (see Wettergottgestalten, [460] [461] [462] .
Modus Operandi and Circle of Deities Associated with Tessub
The best known group of myths that feature Tessub as their protagonist is the so-called 'Kumarbi-cycle'. Only fragmentarily preserved myths from this cycle are known, exclusively on manuscripts from ›attusa, most of them Hittite translations which also translate the individual divine names into Hittite. Beside this there are also a few fragments of Hurrian versions. The whole mythic complex treats essentially one theme: the conflict between the younger divine king Tessub and his deposed father, Kumarbi, who tries by various tricks to regain the kingship over the gods. The divine kingdom is set in heaven and presided over first by the primeval god, Alalu. He is then driven out by his son, the sky-god, Anu, who himself is deposed by Kumarbi, a god of the same generation as Anu. In the struggle Kumarbi bites Anu's genitals off and thus carries the seed of powerful gods, including Tessub, within him. These are then 'born' from him and defeat him, and so Tessub becomes the new king of the gods. Tessub's earthly home is also the town of Kumme 6 in the myth, and his cosmic sphere of activities are heaven and the land. Particularly the underworld and the sea are foreign and hostile regions to him. In alliance primarily with the deities and monsters of the sea and the underworld-including a stone giant with the programmatic name Ullikummi "Destroy Kumme"-Kumarbi, who was himself ascribed chthonic characteristics as a god of cereals and as the disposessed, old king of the gods, attempts to win back the divine kingship in heaven. The narrative cycle receives suspense from the fact that Kumarbi's plans are in the short term almost successful, until Tessub finally manages to narrowly defeat his various opponents. The cycle perhaps ended with a struggle between Tessub and the sea-god, who may have been allied to Kumarbi, from which Tessub definitively emerges as the victorious king of the gods (for the motif of the storm-god's victory over the sea, cf. also 8.). 7 The group of deities associated with Tessub according to the Kumarbi-cycle corresponds broadly to that known from other religious texts of Hurrian provenance: He was a son of Anu and Kumarbi; a Hurrian invocation labels Kumarbi as Tessub's "mother" in harmony with the 'Song of Kingship in Heaven' from the Kumarbi-cycle. In KUB 33, 89+: 6' Tessub is apparently called a son of the moon-god, but this attestation is still isolated and its significance remains unclear for the time being. Brother and sister of Tessub were Sawuska and Tasmisu (Hittite Suwaliyatt); the latter is is also called Tessub's vizier-a position which is occupied by the god Tènu in the ritual texts, perhaps following an Aleppine traditon. 8 The chariot of Tessub was pulled by two divine bulls, as frequently attested in Hittite and North-Syrian art. In the Song of Ullikummi these bulls are called Sèrisu and Tilla. But most frequently it is ›urri (older ›urra), also a divine bull, who stands beside Sèri(s), not Tilla, who is attested as an important independent god in the region of Nuzi in the 15th cent. While Sèri(s) partly appears as an Würzburg, 4.-8. Oktober 1999 , StBoT 45, Wiesbaden 2001 fn. 3778), M. Dijkstra, "The Myth of apsi "the (Sea)dragon" in the Hurrian Tradition", UF 37 (2005) 315-328 (›edammu) and, generally, ChS 1/6. For the first song of the cycle see now C. Corti, "The So-called "Theogony" or "Kingship in Heaven". The Name of the Song", SMEA 49 (2007) independently acting god, but mainly as the mediator between humans and his lord Tessub, ›urri is only mentioned at the side of Sèri(s) and had-as far as we know-no distinct profile. 9 Two further side-kicks of Tessub were the mountain-gods ›azzi (Cassius) and Nanni (Anti-Cassius?); they play no role in the Kumarbi-cycle, but are often named in the offering lists directly after Sèri(s) and ›urri. 10 Otherwise, the South-Anatolian bull-and mountain-god Sarrumma, who occupied an important position in the Hittite pantheon of the 13th cent., was known as the son of Tessub and ›èbat. Unclear remains the relationship of the divine bulls Tilla, Sèri(s), ›urri and Sarrumma to the divine bull-calf Bùru, who is subordinate to Adad primarily in the Aramaean milieu of the Neo-Assyrian and Late Babylonian periods; whether this bull-god Bùru was somehow related to the god Apladad, the Adad-son of 1st mill. Aramaean religion (cf. 4.2.3), is unknown too. 11 The narratives of the multi-tablet series "Release", which have been preserved in a bilingual, Hurrian-Hittite version, are fraught with numerous difficulties of interpretation due to their overall very fragmentary state of preservation. 12 Here, too, Tessub appears as lord of the gods. The beginning of the proemium refers directly to Tessub as lord of Kumme. In one episode Tessub demands the release of prisoners from Megi, the ruler of Ebla, and threatens otherwise the destruction of the city. The city-elders respond to this approach in the form of ironic questions, saying that it is quite improbable that the powerful Tessub would have solidarity with the prisoners. 13 In another episode Tessub is a guest in the underworld, where the goddess of the underworld receives him with a celebration. Whether this episode ends in an imprisonment of Tessub in the underworld and how such an imprisonment of Tessub in the underworld is connected to the argument with the demand for the release of the prisoners in Ebla must remain open questions for the moment. It is even less sure whether some temporary 9 For the divine bulls associated with Tessub see Wettergottgestalten, [477] [478] [479] [480] [481] [482] [483] [484] [485] [486] [487] For ›azzi and Nanni see Wettergottgestalten, 228f., 233, 480, 514f The use of the epithet bèlu, baalu "lord" as the proper name of a particular god is attested for different gods in various epochs of the ancient Near East. Either these are abbreviations of the frequently occurring type of epithet, connected with all sorts of gods, "lord of (place-name)", or it is the labelling of particular gods as lord (of the gods) par excellence (like Bèl for Marduk). Even the endingless form Baaal is already attested in the Early Dynastic period (god-list from Tell Abù Íalàbì¢). In the pre-Sargonic calendars of Ebla and Tell Beydar there is a month-name named after a god only referred to as Baalu or Bèlu ( d be-lí). In Tell Beydar this god also occurs in the name of a gate. 15 Which god is hidden behind these epithets is not easy to decide. In view of the fact that the 'New Calendar' from Ebla had a month of Hadda beside the month of Baalu and that otherwise no recognisable connections between Hadda and the appellation Baalu (Baaal ) from this period exist, a simple equation of this "Lord" with the Late Bronze Age storm-god Baalu is out of the question. the storm-gods of the ancient near east 11 meant to be Mt. Íapuna. If both Baalu manifestations were named beside each other, Baalu Íapuna had rank over Baalu of the city Ugarit. 21 Baalu of ›alab too was worshipped at Ugarit. He is the highest-ranking storm-god to receive sacrifices during the ¢iyaru-ritual at Ugarit, named before Baalu of Mt. Íapuna. Both storm-gods receive a bull and a sheep on this occasion, an honour they share with only one other god in the list: the god Sarrassiya (ΔrΔy, d sarra-si-ia) 22 named directly after the two storm-gods. This god is so far not attested otherwise, but there can be little doubt that he is a personification of Hurrian sarrasse-"kingship", a term that is frequently used-in the Hurrian essive case-as 'offering term' in Hurro-Hittite rituals: sarrassiya "for kingship". 23 It is apparently this 'offering term' in its typical form that was personified and turned into a deity of its own. The sacrifices to this deity directly after the two storm-gods seem to suggest that the ¢iyaru-festival at Ugarit was especially performed with regard to (the Aleppine) Baalu's kingship over the gods. 
The Mythological Texts
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daniel schwemer hIlu, essentially watches the struggles among the younger generation, without his own position being put in question by this. The fact alone, however, that Baalu has to fight against other rivals for the kingship, which office is finally approved by hIlu, suggests a certain tension between the father of the gods and the storm-god, which reminds one slightly of the configuration of the conflict between Kumarbi and Tessub. In the Ugaritic myth, too, the seagod (Yammu) is a main enemy of the storm-god. hIlu installs Yammu as king for unknown reasons and subordinates Baalu to him. Baalu defeats Yammu in battle and thus secures the kingship for himself (cf. infra, 8.) . Here begins the second large part of the Baalu-cycle, which is devoted to the building of a palace and the associated definitive confirmation of Baalu's kingship by hIlu. The third large narrative of the Baalu-cycle describes the defeat of the storm-god at the hands of the god of death, Môtu. Baalu is buried and must descend into the underworld powerless. He dies and takes the storms and rains with him. The scene of Baalu's burial is only briefly referred to in the Baalu-cycle itself, but other excerpts from mythological texts seem to indicate that fuller descriptions of the treatment of the deceased Baalu existed. 24 Only after Baalu's sister aAnatu has destroyed Môtu, does Baalu re-emerge from the underworld with his abundance. The cyclical plot of the story suggests a seasonal interpretation. During the winter rain-period Baalu is among people and in heaven, the summer dry-season is brought about by his sojourn in the world of the dead. Parts of the text indicate that the myth concerns disastrous droughts occurring at long intervals, but of course even such disasters basically move within the basic seasonal framework. In contrast to the myth about Baalu and Yammu, the story about Baalu and Môtu cannot be connected with earlier material associated with Haddu, Tessub or Iskur-Adad (but cf. supra, 3.4 and 5.4 the storm-gods of the ancient near east 13 the storm-god's defeat and imprisonment in the underworld formed part of other contemporary Canaanite myths too, as the 'Elkunirsamyth' shows. The last passage of this myth that is only preserved in Hittite translation relates how an injured Baalu is treated, "recreated" (appa samnai-) by the birth goddesses and exorcised by a number of exorcists. It seems that the storm-god had been forced to the underworld too, but on the whole the text is much too fragmentary to allow far-reaching interpretations. 26 It should be noted, however, that the motif of disappearing gods in genuinely Anatolian mythology (Telipinu myth etc.) is in various aspects significantly different from the Ugaritic Baalu-myth; it seems unlikely, also with regard to the general lack of Hittite influences in Syro-Mesopotamian mythology, that these Anatolian myths and rituals served as a model of the story about Baalu's death and return. 27 Not explicitly attested in the texts is the worship of Baalu as protective deity of sea-faring. The great significance of sea-trade for the city of Ugarit, the role of Baalu as victor over Yammu and the monsters of the sea, the discovery of stone anchors as votive gifts in the area of the Baalu temple (as in other sanctuaries on the SyroPalestinian coast too), 28 as well as the probable function of the Baalu temple which rises high above the city as an orientation point (and light-house?) for sailors make it plausible, however, that Baalu was ascribed this function too. 29 As a young god, Baalu did not have a consort in a real sense. The mythological texts, however, appear to describe sexual encounters both with aAΔtartu and with Baalu's sister aAnatu. In the HellenisticRoman period Astarte and Atargatis, presumably a syncretism of aAΔtartu and aAnatu, were worshipped as consorts of the Syrian storm-gods. Neither aAnatu nor aAΔtartu, however, are named as mothers of Baalu's three daughters, Pidray, Arßay and ˇallay. Lerberghe-G. Voet, Leuven 1999, 145-67. 34 In principle one cannot exclude that ›èbat was regarded as Baalu's regular consort and Astartu as his mistress (cf. the relationship between Nabû, Tasmètu and Nanaya in 1st mill. Borsippa), but we have not enough evidence for any conclusions of this kind.
14 daniel schwemer herself is equated with ›èbat, the North-Syrian consort of Tessubthis too being an indication that the Ugaritic Baalu did not have a wife in any real sense. 30 hIlu is named as the father of Baalu throughout. Only in two frozen epithets Baalu is also called "Son of Dagàn", following an older Syro-Hurrian tradition. 31 On the level of myth, Dagàn does not play a role and appears to have been completely absorbed by Ugaritic hIlu.
Baa lu (Addu) at Emar and Other Cities on the Middle Euphrates
In the 14th and 13th centuries the use of the name Baalu spread as far as Emar on the Middle Euphrates (and places in its vicinity), where the names Addu, Baalu and Tessub were used beside each other depending on the linguistic context-a situation that is also reflected in the contemporary glyptic. 32 Unfortunately almost nothing is known about the mythology of the storm-god at Late Bronze Age Emar, and we get only little insight into how the different traditions connected with Addu, Tessub and Baalu coexisted or were blended in this area. Traditionally Baalu (Addu), "the lord of Imar", seems to have been the most important god of the city ranking only after the more senior Dagàn, while the citygod ninurta 33 receives the position after the storm-god in the offering lists. Probably ›èbat was worshipped as consort of the storm-god, and while Astartu had a high rank in the local pantheon as well, claims that she was worshipped as Baalu's consort are based on little evidence. Possibly her relationship can be compared to that between Addu (Tessub) and Istar (Sawuska) in the Old Babylonian period and in the 16th and 15th cent. 34 3.4) . Of course the name Baaal did not always stand for a storm-god, for, as in earlier periods, particularly in connection with a place-name it could serve as an independent epithet of a local leading deity of any kind. In those regions which were in contact with Babylonia, Bèl(-Marduk) was then appropriated and fused with the Syrian Baaal (cf. the god Bel [< Bol] in Palmyra). 37 The storm-god was always and everywhere considered as one of the sky-gods per se. The most important manifestation of the Hittite Tar¢un(t) was regularly called "storm-god of heaven" (from the Old Hittite period; similarly to be assumed for Hattic Taru). Already from the Old Babylonian period the same epithet "of heaven" can be attested on the Middle Euphrates and in the Upper MesopotamianAssyrian area for Haddu or Adad (similarly for other sky-gods: Sîn, Samas, Istar, later Anu). 38 The epithet always refers to the main manifestation of the individual deity (residing in heaven) by contrast to the diverse local manifestations, which were associated with particular earthly places. It is no accident that the lists of oath-gods in treaties, which were supposed to bind people from different regions, like to name exactly those comprehensive "heavenly manifestations" at the very beginning of the lists, before the respective local manifestations.
In the Hieroglyphic Luwian inscriptions of the first half of the 1st mill. the storm-god Tar¢unza is very often supplied with the epithet "of heaven" (tipasasis Tar¢unzas), without a divine manifestation different from the simple Tar¢unza being meant by it (cf. for example the alternating use of tipasasis Tar¢unzas and simple Tar¢unzas in the inscriptions of Katuwa from Karkamis). Apparently in the Phoenician-speaking area the phrase balsmm "Baaal of Heaven", which also serves to translate tipasasis Tar¢unzas in the PhoenicianLuwian bilingual of Karatepe, developed into an independent manifestation of the storm-god that occupied a prominent position especially in the Syro-Palestinian religions of the Hellenistic and Roman periods. How far the emancipation of Baaalsamêm into an independent deity is due to Anatolian-Luwian traditions is still unclear. At any rate the assumption of a simple identity of Tar¢unza with the epithet tipasasis on the one hand and the independent Baaalsamêm on the other is problematic, despite the Karatepe bilingual. It seems more plausible to view Luwian tipasasis Tar¢unzas as one of the points of departure for the later independent development of the deity Baaalsamêm within Phoenician religion. The cult of the god is, however, not restricted to Phoenician-speaking territory. The name is adapted in Aramaic as Baaalsamìn as well. Considering the chronological distribution of the attestations for Hadad and Baaalsamìn in the area of Aramaean cultural influence, we get the impression that the name Baaalsamìn takes over from the name Hadad regionally in the course of the Persian period at least on the level of official religion, which is not too surprising in view of the common roots and similar profile of the two gods. In the first half of the 1st mill. there are no attestations for the combination of the two gods; however, the state of the sources is on the whole very fragmentary. The god Baaalsamìn appears to have been unknown in this period beyond those areas of Syria and Upper Mesopotamia immediately juxtaposed to the Phoenician-speaking territory. The Aramaic papyrus pAmherst 63 (about 3rd cent. B.C., Upper Egypt) names in col. xv and xvi Hadad (or Hadda) in synonymous parallelism with Baaalsamìn and thus gives us a secure terminus post quem for the identification of the two gods. Storm-Gods Taru and Tar¢un(t) 
Names and Strands of Tradition
The world of religious ideas that we encounter in texts of the Hittite period is characterised by multiple layers of tradition, though it is not always possible to isolate the different individual traditions and to create a coherent complete picture of each of the specific strands of tradition in its 'original' form. This is particularly true of the relationship between Old Anatolian-Hattic religious traditions and such ideas that already belonged to the speakers of the Anatolian branch of Indo-European prior to their migration into Anatolia. The influence of Hattic traditions on what became Hittite culture is especially marked in the field of religious ideas and not least the world of the gods, so that a separate investigation of the Hattic storm-god on the one hand and the Hittite-Luwian(-Palaic) stormgod on the other would be impossible. There is no adequate comprehensive study of the Anatolian storm-gods, one of the more urgent desiderata of Hittitology. 43 The interpretation of the writing of the name of a god, iconographically identified as a storm-god, in the Aleppo temple with a mace symbol is still unclear and without parallel. G. Bunnens proposes tentatively that the god in question might be a personified weapon of the storm-god depicted in the fashion of the storm-god (see "The Storm-God in Northern Syria and Southern Anatolia from Hadad of Aleppo to Jupiter Dolichenus", in: Offizielle Religion, lokale Kulte und individuelle Religiosität, ed. M. Hutter-S. Hutter-Braunsar, AOAT 318, Münster 2004, 63-64) .
44 Contra Green, Storm-God, 128, who without any explanation still refers to "Datta" as one of the names of the "Luwian Storm-gods".
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The Hattic storm-god was called Taru; his name is written syllabically and with the usual Sumerograms (
10). It is unclear whether the Hattic name of the god, who is also represented theriomorphically as a bull, is to be connected with the bull-word as attested in Semitic and Indo-European languages. 41 The name of the Hittite-Luwian storm-god is attested in various forms, all of which ultimately go back to the Indo-European base *tr o h 2 -, which is continued in Hittite as tar¢-"be powerful", "overcome". 42 The most important form of the name in Cuneiform Luwian is Tar¢unt-(< *tar¢uwant-), a participial form which has a Vedic cognate with the meaning "storming along". In Hieroglyphic Luwian the nominative form Tar¢unz (Tar¢unt-s) is secondarily thematised in -a, whereby the stem as used in the nominative and accusative are produced (Tar¢unza-). Beside the participial form the shorter form Tar¢u-occurs, which especially in Hittite is then extended to the (secondarily thematised) n-stem Tar¢unn is mentioned in VS 26, 146 as the place where the 'Head of the Storehouses', an official of the Anatolian palace hierarchy, received a garment; it appears very unlikely that this sanctuary should be sought in Assur or that a-so far otherwise not attested-Assyrian Adad shrine within the kàrum is meant. 51 Furthermore, Hittite nepisis a neuter noun; it would be surprising to find a neuter noun without any additional morphemes as name of one of the principal gods of Kanes. If Nipas was a Hittite word and the name of one of the most important Hittite gods at the same time, it would also be unexpected that the name does not survive at all after the Old Assyrian period. Finally, the hypothesis has to assume that in the divine Name Nipas the suffix -os/-es-developed as in Luwian (tappas-), while the root itself preserved initial n-as in Hittite (nepis-). 52
Position in the Pantheon
Through all periods of Hittite history the storm-god, whose main manifestation is also called "storm-god of heaven", stands at the top of the imperial pantheon as well as numerous local panthea together with the sun-goddess, his wife. The highest divine couple, storm-god (Taru, Tar¢un[t]) and sun-goddess (Estan, Istanu), presumably also embodied the cosmic pair heaven and earth, as the sun-goddess can be called "mother of the earth" ( perhaps also "mother earth"). 53 Presumably it is only from the Old Hittite period that this is connected with the idea of a night manifestation of the sun-goddess, as opposed to the male sun-god of heaven. The actual consort of the storm-god was particularly considered from the Old Hittite period to be the sun-goddess as worshipped in Arinna (Istanu of Arinna, Arinittiya, Ariniddu), 54 who is certainly typologically close to the sun-goddess of the earth in terms of the dichotomy sun-god of heaven-sun-goddess of the earth, without actually being a goddess of the underworld. In contrast to Sàla beside Adad or ›èbat beside Tessub, the consort of the storm-god was not an unimportant deity, whose typical functions were exhausted with that of a consort; rather she was equal in rank to her partner and was the most important goddess of the pantheon with her own circle of deities and court. Storm-god and sun-goddess together hand over the country to the Hittite king to administer; he calls them mother and father within the framework of this concept. 55 The Hittite king himself was considered to be sun-god of the country at the same time and wore the garb of the sun-god of heaven, with whom he shared various functions. The sun-god of heaven himself was considered the son of the storm-god (later he received a different filiation due to Hurrian and Babylonian influence), but occupied in particular contexts a similarly high or even higher rank to the storm-god, particularly in lists of oath-gods. 56 The cult of the storm-god was wide-spread, some 150 cult places are attested in the written sources. The local manifestations of the storm-god were mostly considered to be sons of the storm-god of heaven; the two most important local manifestations, the storm-god of Nerik and the storm-god of Ziplanda, were identified with each other in the Empire Period. The same embedding in the pantheon as son-gods was also then applied to some of the many aspectually differentiated manifestations of the storm-god; typical examples of such aspectually differentiated manifestations of the storm-god include the storm-god "of thunder", "of the meadow", "of the (the king's) person", "of the market", "of the army", "of the oath" etc.
Some of the storm-god's epithets were established as gods in their own right. 57 The best known actual son of the storm-god was Telipinu, who himself had characteristics of a storm-god but was seen as an independent deity and was never written with the logograms for the storm-god (see 9.3). The figure of Telipinu, nevertheless, served presumably as the model for the categorisation of the other stormgods as son-gods. The daughter of the storm-god was considered to be the Hattic goddess Inar, who plays an important role in the Illuyanka myth. The likewise Hattic goddess Zintu¢i was regarded as the grand-daughter of the sun-goddess and the storm-god. The father and grand-father of the storm-god are attested in the myth of the lost storm-god. Within a single context, however, we find no more than three generations at the same time.
From the Middle Hittite period Syro-Hurrian influences had increasing influence upon the religion practised by the Hittite royal family. Tar¢un(t) was identified with the Hurrian storm-god and king of the gods, Tessub, Hurrian Tessub myths, particularly the Kumarbi-cycle, were transferred to Tarhun(t) as part of the process of translation into Hittite. Particularly Tessub of ›alab occupied an important position in the cult of ›attusa (see supra, 4.4, 5.4). The divine circle of Tessub with ›azzi and Nanni and Sèri and ›urri was integrated permanently into the Hittite imperial pantheon. The sun-goddess of Arinna was identified with ›èbat, consort of Tessub, in some contexts, though in lists of oath-deities and other texts not belonging to the Hurro-Hittite stratum ›èbat never takes the place of the sun-goddess of Arinna, but is listed separately, often with the other Syro-Hurrian gods of Tessub's circle or with the storm-god of ›alab.
Modus Operandi in Mythology and Ritual
The storm-god had power over storms, tempests and rain, as the highest god of the pantheon he was also in a special way lord and protector of the land. He was seen as a god of heaven and was frequently called "storm-god of heaven" from the Old Hittite period on. The god was also often represented theriomorphically as a bull down to the late period, even if an anthropomorphic conception was naturally assumed for religious literature; in anthropomorphic 58 the storm-gods of the ancient near east 23 representation the bull still remained his symbolic animal. Thus, it was presumably not only under the influence of the divine circle of Hurrian Tessub that a pair of bulls pulled the chariot of the storm-god; there was also a competing (Luwian) tradition in which horses pulled the chariot of the storm-god. 58 The violence of the thunderstorm meant danger for humans, animals and crops. In particular thunder during a storm was seen as an expression of the god's wrath (as in Mesopotamia), which could then be appeased in special tempest rituals, including the ritual during which the myth of "The Moon-God that Fell from Heaven" in fear during a thunderstorm was recited. 59 Mursili's 'aphasia' was interpreted as a consequence of the fear brought upon Mursili II by the storm-god through thunder, the illness of U¢¢aziti of Arzawa was caused by the sighting of the storm-god's kalmisana-, his thunderbolt or possibly an even more violent manifestation of the god's might (a meteor?). 60 As god of rain, the storm-god was at the same time responsible for the maintenance and welfare of the country. Thus within the great an.da›.SUM-festival in the spring, a rain-ritual was celebrated for the storm-god in Ankuwa. 61 The Anatolian myths of the vanished god type, which were primarily, but not exclusively, connected with Telipinu and storm-gods, describe the consequences of the absence of the angry storm-god as drought, famine and the end of all fertility. The return and appeasement of the vanished god brings back abundance, and the storm-god (or Telipinu) reassumes his function as patron of the king. 62 63 For an edition and discussion of the myth see G. Beckman, "The Anatolian Myth of Illuyanka", JANES 14 (1982) 
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The Illuyanka-myth, which was embedded in the purulli springfestival, interpreted the flourishing of vegetation through the early year's rainfalls as the liberation of the storm-god from a temporary imprisonment (or physical powerlessness in a second version of the myth): The storm-god is defeated by the snake-dragon Illuyanka in battle and imprisoned (or robbed of his heart and eyes). His daughter, Inar, succeeds in liberating her father, but only with the help of a human, a man called ›upasiya; the liberated storm-god then kills Illuyanka (first version). Also in the second version it is only with the help of humans that the storm-god gets back his heart and eyes. He sires a son with the daughter of a poor man; that son is then married off to a daughter of Illuyanka. Being the son of a poor woman, the son enters the house of his wife and asks for the heart and eyes of his father as a compensation to be given to his father's house. Thus the storm-god regains his old power and kills Illuyanka with its family including his son. The involvement of humans in both versions of the myth probably refers to the king's role as the storm-god's administrator and helper on earth. Unfortunately, the passages of the text referring to the king himself are fragmentary and still not well understood. Anyhow, by performing the ritual associated with the myth the land flourished under the patronage of the storm-god. 63 
The Victory of the Storm-God over the Sea
From a short passage in a letter of the correspondence between Mari and Aleppo from the Old Babylonian period it is apparent that a myth was associated with Haddu of ›alab according to which this god achieved the kingship among the gods by means of a victory over the sea-goddess, Têmtum. 64 This myth of divine kingship was obviously an essential element of the Aleppine royal ideology; the weapons of Haddu played an important role in the installation of a new king (cf. supra, 4.3.2, 4.4).
The mythologeme of the victory of the king of the gods and storm-god over the sea was then associated with various storm-gods in Syria, Upper Mesopotamia and beyond:
Baalu of Ugarit defeats the sea-god and temporary king of the gods, Yammu, in his struggle for the kingship among the gods. In Ugarit, too, the myths about the kingship among the gods had great significance for the royal ideology of the ruling class (cf. supra, 6.2.2). 65 Various Hittite mythological and ritual fragments which belong to the Syro-Hurrian strand of tradition (mainly KUB 33, 89+, KUB 33, 108, CTH 785) show that a similar myth was told of Hurrian Tessub, which was then transferred, at least superficially, to Hittite Tar¢un(t). 66 The motif of the enmity between the sea and the stormgod was also not alien to the myths of the Kumarbi-cycle. The monster ›edammu lives in the sea, 67 and the stone giant Ullikummi stands in the sea too. If KBo 26, 105 actually was the last song of the cycle and can be restored in line with the Seth myth attested in the Egyptian 'Astarte Papyrus', the conflict between Kumarbi and the storm-god culminated in a fight between the latter and the sea-god, in which the storm-god finally secured the honour of kingship for himself (cf. supra, 5.4). The Astarte papyrus, as well as certain other relevant texts, shows that the material of the myths was adapted in Egypt, too, and associated with Seth, who stood for the Near Eastern storm-god. 68 In the second version of the ancient Anatolian Illuyanka-myth (see 7.3) the battle between the storm-god and the snake-dragon 69 See Wettergottgestalten, [234] [235] [236] See Wettergottgestalten, 236f.; for Yahwe's being described in the terms of a storm-god cf. now also H.-P. Müller, "Zur Grammatik und zum religionsgeschichtlichen Hintergrund von Ps 68,5", ZAW 117 (2005) 206-216. 71 Thus Wettergottgestalten, [116] [117] [118] [119] 228 ; for a different view see P. Fronzaroli's contributions on the Ebla incantations, most recently "The Hail Incantation (ARET 5, 4)", in: Fs. B. Kienast, ed. G. Selz, AOAT 274, Münster 2003, 89-107. 72 See Wettergottgestalten, [229] [230] [231] [232] 174, [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] ; for the Labbu myth and related texts cf. also P. 
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Illuyanka took place by or in the sea. This may be a case of a motif borrowed from North-Syrian traditions, but this is not necessarily true; one should bear in mind that the sea-god also appears in the myth of 'Telipinu and the Daughter of the Sea' as a hostile power to the gods of heaven, and this myth is entirely free of NorthSyrian influences. 69 Also the sovereignty of Old Testament Yahwe was associated with a victory over the forces of chaos residing in the sea, and, at the latest, in the stories of the conflict between Zeus and Typhon motifs from the second version of the Anatolian Illuyanka-myth occur together with North-Syrian traditions. 70 The mythologeme of the victory of the storm-god over the sea is certainly old; whether it is actually attested in incantations from pre-Sargonic Ebla remains questionable. 71 The motif is attested early in connection with different gods of Babylonia. It was already associated with the god Tispak in the Akkad period in the Diyala area and tied there to the chaos-fighting motif of Ninurta-mythology (cf. the later Labbu myth). In the great Ninurta myths, however, the sea does not play a role as the opponent of the gods. But also Ninurta receives epithets that praise him as victor over monsters living in the sea like the kusarikku. For Nergal, who shares characteristics with Ninurta as a war-god, we have a myth about his struggle against a sea-monster from the Neo-Assyrian period. 72 The motif of the struggle against the powers of chaos in the mythology of Ninurta then formed an essential part of Marduk theology. While only later attested explicitly, it already was taking shape in the Old Babylonian period as a way of justifying the 73 See L. Dirven, "The Exaltation of Nabû. A Revision of the Relief Depicting a Battle against Tiamat from the Temple of Bel in Palmyra", WdO 28 (1997) Annus, The God Ninurta, 194. 74 For W/Mèr, W/Mèrtum and Iluwèr see Wettergottgestalten, [200] [201] [202] [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] [32] [33] . Note that in Wettergottgestalten, 36 fn. 180 (contra S. Zawadski, Garments of the Gods, OBO 218, Fribourg-Göttingen 2006, 182f.) I did not argue for an original identity between Wèr and Immeriya nor do I think that Immeriya was a goddess identical with Immertu, and nowhere did I argue that there is any relation between Immertu and Adad. I do, however, still think that Immertu is likely to be a goddess because of the formation of the name and Immeriya might be the corresponding masculine form. The character of the god Immeriya is unknown, and before more evidence becomes available one cannot tell how significant the variant the storm-gods of the ancient near east 27 elevation of Marduk, a local god of Babylon, to the king of the gods. In Enùma elis the opponent of Marduk in the battle that guarantees him kingship over the gods is not one of the traditional opponents of Ninurta, but Tiàmat, the primeval ocean. This is obviously the same or a very similar narrative motif as attested for Old Babylonian Haddu of Aleppo in his victory over Têmtum (a variant form of Tiàmat). It is therefore not unlikely that the Aleppine storm-god theology and royal ideology had some influence on the Marduk-theology that had recently been formed in Babylon; close relations between the two royal houses are well attested. The fact that similar motifs had already been associated with other gods in Babylonia should have made the reception easier. The mythologeme of the victory of the new king of the gods over the chaotic sea probably originated in the eastern Mediterranean; but it spread so early that the individual lines of the tradition's history can no longer be traced. Consequently the concrete myths in which the basic motif occurs offer quite a heterogeneous picture. It should finally be noted that the association of the Tiàmat-myth even in Roman times with Palmyrene Bèl is not due to the survival of old Syrian and Upper Mesopotamian traditions, but is owed to Babylonian influence (Marduk-Bèl theology). 73
Further Gods with Storm-God Characteristics
The North-Babylonian and Assyrian Storm-God Wèr
The god Wèr (variant form: Mèr), whose name was mostly written Bèr from the Middle Assyrian period, was a storm-god worshipped primarily in North Babylonia, on the Middle Euphrates and in Assyria. 74 The divine name, which is always written syllabically and A connection with the place-name Mari (and Akkadian amurru, thus M. Bonechi) can be firmly excluded, and an original identity with the geographical name Uri-Warûm, which appears attractive in view of the important position Wèr held in that area, is not proveable either; the fact that the name of Wèr's wife was W/Mèrtum (not *Wèrìtum or similar) also militates against this hypothesis. A Sumerian etymology (cf. im-mer "north wind", mer and me-er-me-er "storm", Emesal me-er "wind", thus H. Schlobies and, more recently, A.R.W. Green) appears unlikely with regard to the origins and background of Wèr who is never equated by the Babylonian scholars with deified Mermer(i), an epithet attributed to Iskur-Adad, Ninurta, Mercury and Nabû. 75 In the Old Babylonian period sources for the cult of Wèr come primarily from northern Babylonia and the Diyala region, but a few relevant personal names occur also in texts from the Babylonian south. From the Middle Babylonian period we have no further information on Wèr from Babylonia, but his cult thrived in Assyria, and was also known in Syria. Wèr is equated with IskurAdad in the god-lists, and from the Old Babylonian period the connection between Wèr and Adad is well attested outside the god-lists, too. Beside Wèr, the god-lists also equate Iluwèr with Adad, clearly a late extended form of the name meaning "the god Wèr" that follows a well-known pattern of formation for Babylonian divine names. This late form of the name is also attested in Aramaic inscriptions from Syrian Tell Afis. It remains unclear whether the writings d beer in the Neo-Assyrian period should partly be read ìl-be-er. The god Itùrmèr worshipped at Mari was a dynastic and ancestral god (61) (62) (63) (87) (88) who -mur-ru-[¢e] (restoration Laroche, followed by Richter), i.e. "Amorite" (Amurr(i)=o=¢¢e). This suggests that the author of the Emar god-list interpreted the Akkadian name of the god Amurru as Amurrû and probably associated it rather with the geographical name Amurru contemporary to him than with Mardu-Amurru as the deified "West(ern People)". Despite Richter's remarks on the general reliability of the Hurrian interpretations and translations of the list (p. 137), it seems therefore likely that also the following line 175 offers an anachronistic interpretation of d DINGIR.MAR.DÚ as "god of the land of Amurru". Note that comparison with CAT 1.125 (Ugaritica 5, 504f. text 2), a Hurrian ritual text in alphabetic script from Ugarit, if relevant at all supports this interpretation. The text has i[n]amrw in obv. 6, which, according to Richter (and following him, P.-A., Beaulieu, CRRAI 48, 31 fn. 4), is to be understood not as "god of (the land) Amurru" (thus Laroche in Ugaritica 5), but as a divine name of its own, namely the same "Ilamurrim" that would be represented by d DINGIR.MAR.DÚ in Old the storm-gods of the ancient near east 29
Mèr originally being a theophoric personal name "Mèr has turned [to me]") and has nothing to do with W/Mèr. 76
The Babylonian God of the Western People, Mardu-Amurru
The god Amurru(m), Sumerian Mardu, was a Babylonian god who embodied the Western Lands (Akkadian amurrum "west") in the pantheon and particularly the nomads of the Western Lands, the Amorites, from a Babylonian perspective (amurrum also used as collective noun for "Western people", "Amorites"). 77 In the Amorite cultural area itself his cult played no major role. 78 Amurru, whose name also occurs in the extended form Ilamurrum in the Old Babylonian period, 79 had among other features those of a storm-god:
Babylonian sources. But the immediate context in the ritual text militates against this interpretation: i [n] amrw is referred to within the sequence in al≈y© i [n] amrw in ugrtw, and neither a "God of Alasiya" nor a "God of Ugarit" are known from other sources. Clearly, all three genitives have to be interpreted as actual geographical names and in is therefore probably plural (enna): "the gods of the land of Alasiya, the gods of the land of Amurru, the gods of the land of Ugarit" (cf. for this interpretation also M. AOAT 247, Münster 1997, 79-89) . It goes without saying that the Amurru referred to here has nothing to do with the Amorites or the god Amurrum of the Old Babylonian period, but refers to the land of Amurru to the south of Ugarit. 80 For Rammànu see the references JANER 7/2, 160 fn. 113.
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He bore the epithet Rammànu(m) "Thunderer", which then became a god's name in its own right, without actually being separated from Amurru. In literary texts, Mardu-Amurru is described as a lightning-flashing, warlike tempest-god; in the Middle Assyrian godlist KAV 64 the lightning-god Nimgir is ascribed to his divine circle. In depictions on seals from the Old Babylonian period he is often found together with Adad. The lightning symbol stands for him as well as Adad, but Amurru's special symbol is the nomad's crook, which is never associated with Adad. Amurru is never written with the logogram d iSKUR and also never equated with IskurAdad in the god-lists known so far. At least Hadad of Damascus in the 1st mill. had the same epithet Rammàn(u), and this might have been the case for other Hadad-manifestations, as Rammàn is fairly widespread in the Aramaic onomasticon; particularly in Babylonia the god Amurru was probably understood by it, however, also during the 1st mill. Anyhow, a direct connection between Rammànu as an epithet of Amurru and as an epithet of Aramaean Hadad cannot be established on the basis of the current state of the sources: the god Rammànu (logographically d kur, which is perhaps also used for Amurru himself) is never written with the logogram d iSKUR or associated with Adad in the Assyro-Babylonian god-lists. 80 One can only speculate on the question of whether the circumstance that Mardu-Amurru had the characteristics of a stormgod was originally connected with the fact that the storm-god Haddu was the most prominent god of the Amorite cultural area beside the moon-god. But it cannot be ruled out that the most important Amorite god served in some respect as model for the conceptualisation of a god embodying the Amorites in the Babylonian pantheon. But Mardu-Amurru's profile comprises many other features which are alien to the storm-god Haddu or Adad, in particular that of the non-urban nomad.
The Anatolian Vegetation-and Storm-God Telipinu
The Hattic-Hittite god Telipinu was the son of the storm-god TaruTar¢un(t) (see 7.2, 7.3 with further references). His name is never written with the logograms for the storm-god, nor is he ever identified with any of the numerous manifestations of the storm-god considered to be sons of the storm-god (of heaven). He only occupied a secondary position in the Hittite imperial pantheon, as opposed to the storm-god and didn't play any particular role in the Hittite royal ideology according to the Annals and those texts which are particularly concerned with the relationship of the Hittite king to the storm-god and the sun-goddess. But it is especially with Telipinu, too, that the myth-type of the vanished god was associated. In these myths Telipinu has the typical characteristics of a storm-god: his disappearance brings drought and suffocates all life; he flashes with lightning and thunders in his anger; his appeasement and return brings the land of ›atti back into a state of order, balance and abundance. Within the myth it is Telipinu who appears as the special protector of the king. The purulli-festival in the spring was also celebrated locally for Telipinu, and the Telipinu myth may have served as the festival's myth in these places. In the myth of "Telipinu and the Daughter of the Sea", Telipinu appears as the son of the storm-god who marries the daughter of the sea-god to thereby release the sun-god from the power of the sea-god. Telipinu's original connection to the family of the storm-god as an independent deity with the characteristics of a storm-god in the wake of his father, but primarily representing a son-deity, prevented the identification of Telipinu himself with other manifestations of the storm-god. Nevertheless, the systematisation of local manifestations of the storm-god as sons of the storm-god of heaven will certainly have followed the pattern set by the figure of Telipinu.
A Few Remarks on Iconography
There is no comprehensive study of the iconography of the various storm-gods with reliable illustrations and up-to-date information; the following remarks can therefore only have a provisional character. 81 The earliest pictorial representations of the Babylonian storm-god, in all likelyhood Iskur-Adad, 82 are to be found in the glyptics of the Old Akkadian period. As a rule the god stands on a chariot with two axles that is pulled by a water(?)-spitting liondragon. He also swings the whip symbolising both thunder and lightning, the flick and crack of the whip. The winged lion-dragon is to be identified with the storm-monsters who, according to the texts, pull the chariot of Iskur-Adad, when the god storms and rumbles over the sky. The storm-god can be accompanied by a sometimes naked, sometimes clothed goddess who is surrounded by rain or holding rain-water (sometimes also lightning?) in her hands; both the storm-god and the goddess are also shown standing on liondragons. The naked rain-goddess, who also appears in the glyptic of the 2nd mill., should probably be identified with Medimsa-Sàla. The same iconographic motif is also attested in the Syrian and Upper Mesopotamian area, but here the female escort of the stormgod cannot be simply identified with Sàla. One should always bear in mind that iconographic motifs can be borrowed and reinterpreted without necessarily adopting the concept that was associated with them originally. The goddess sometimes stands in a (winged) 'door'-arch, which perhaps represents the same motif as the 'winged temple on a bull' in Old Akkadian glyptic and presumably symbolises the rainbow, which as so many phenomena and creatures of the sky is depicted in Mesopotamian art as winged. 83 Seals of the Akkad-period showing the storm-god, or a god associated with him, as a bull-killer attest to the existence of a myth unknown from the texts. Otherwise in Babylonia the bull does not appear as an animal accompanying the storm-god before the Ur III period (but cf. the following paragraph for a rare exception).
From the second half of the Ur III-period it can be observed that the bull supersedes the previously pre-dominant lion-dragon in the figurative inventory of glyptic art as the symbolic creature of the storm-god, admittedly without replacing him completely; until the late period representations with bull and lion-dragon at the same time are to be found. Usually the god stands on the bull, or is about to mount it, holding the lightning symbol and often the bull's reins as well. A frequent variant shows the god beside the bull, which carries the lightning symbol on its back. The motif of the storm-god riding on a chariot drawn by a mythic animal symbolising (aspects of) the storm is not attested anymore in the Ur III and Old Babylonian periods. However, even in depictions of the Old Akkadian period, the chariot of the storm-god is not exclusively pulled by the lion-dragon, but in at least one case also by a bull, so that one can assume that the bull (or bulls) took over also this role in 2nd mill. Mesopotamian art; the motif is of course well-attested for 2nd and 1st mill. Syria and Anatolia both textually and iconographically. Likewise, in the first half of the 2nd mill., the motif of the storm-god leading a bull or a yoke of bulls by a bridle became established in Old Syrian glyptical art. Finally the Kültepe-seals also show two types of storm-gods with reins, who, however, stand on the bull or are mounting it. At the same time this group of seals exhibits representations of the storm-god standing on the lion-dragon in traditional Babylonian fashion and of a completely theriomorphically depicted bull-god. The latter occurs nowhere else, is of Anatolian origin and must be identified with TaruTar¢un(t), who could still be represented in bull form in the Hittite period.
The use of the wild bull as symbolic animal of the god of storm and tempest thus does not originate in the Sumerian tradition, and while it appears now and then in the Sargonic period in Babylonia, it becomes predominant only in the era of the Amorite dynasties of the Old Babylonian period. The fact that we know of no older instances of this motif from North Syria and Upper Mesopotamia too is probably due to two factors: on the one hand the thematic inventory of older Syrian glyptic art, from which depictions of gods, as known from the seals of the Old Akkadian period, are completely absent; on the other hand our still very incomplete knowledge of the iconography of 3rd mill. Syrian art on the whole. The central Anatolian bull-and storm-god should be kept separate, at least in the historical periods, from this North-Syrian bull symbolism, which was probably associated with Hadda. A combination of these two concepts can only be observed in the pictorial programme of the Kültepe-seals.
Prehistoric depictions and figurines of bulls, of anthropomorphic figures on bulls, bucrania and bull-horn installations from the Anatolian, Syrian and Mesopotamian area should not be associated too quickly with the storm-god iconography of the historical periods. 84 They contributions J. Cauvin has drawn attention to the fact that from the 8th mill., and especially with the beginning of rainfall agriculture in Syria and Anatolia, bull and woman (usually in form of figurines) emerge as prominent religious symbols (see e.g. The Birth of the Gods and the Origins of Agriculture, Cambridge 2000, 123-125) . While the wild bull may have been associated-among other things-with rain and thunderstorm already in the Neolithic period and the fact that storm-gods in Anatolia, Syria and Upper Mesopotamia during the historical periods are associated primarily with the bull may stand in some sort of continuity to the prehistoric religious symbols, the overall assemblage of religious symbols from the Neolithic periods is so different from the iconographic conventions of the later ancient Near Eastern cultures that an isolated identification of a specific (type of) god with an iconographic motif attested at least two millennia earlier contributes little to a better understanding of both phenomena. 85 the storm-gods of the ancient near east 35 need interpretation firstly within their own iconographic context. Also one should bear in mind that the wild bull is not exclusively the symbol of the storm-god in the historical periods, either: all deities are characterised by bull-horns in ancient Near Eastern iconography; additionally, the wild bull is, like the lion, a symbolic animal of kingship and associated with different deities within this context. 85 Bull and various lightning symbols remain through all historical periods the characteristic attributes of the storm-god. It is not certain that the bucranion is a symbol of the storm-god, the tonitrus sign of the Hieroglyphic Luwian script could, however, represent a stylised pair of bull-horns. 86 The anthropomorphic depictions of the storm-god vary considerably from region to region and from period to period, and would need individual presentation far beyond the scope of the present summary. Different manners of depiction can be be ascribed to particular storm-gods, as long as the iconographic conventions follow the same linguistic-cultural borders as the texts. As G. Bunnens has shown for the representations of the storm-god of Aleppo in late 2nd and early 1st mill. art, certain iconographic conventions can be specific for local manifestations of the god, in the case of the storm-god of Aleppo even across linguistic borders. 87 A general rule of thumb could be that in those regions and periods in which the concrete reading of the logogram for the storm-god in the texts is difficult, the specific naming of pictorial representations of the god is problematic too, even if, as in the glyptic of the Old Assyrian period or of Late Bronze Age Emar, the various iconographic traditions can be clearly differentiated. 88 One of the typical manners of depicting the storm-god shows him with a weapon (or the lightning symbol) raised to strike, a gesture which is attested with other warlike gods as well. In 2nd mill. Syria, Anatolia and Upper Mesopotamia the storm-god often stands on mountains (gods) or, especially in the 1st mill., on a bull. A few Old Syrian seals show the storm-god as killer of a snake. These depictions certainly refer to the motif of the storm-god as victor over monsters living in the sea, which is attested within the framework of the myths about the storm-god defeating the sea. 89 The Syrian storm-god is depicted on seals-but particularly prominently on the famous Baalu-stele from Ugarit-with a downward-pointing lance, the upper shaft of which ends in plant-like lines. This vegetal shaft-end has been interpreted as a symbol for the vegetationfurthering effect of the storm-god, as a 'tree-of-life', as 'tree-weapon' 90 or as stylised lightning symbol ('lightning-tree' with reference to aß brq in CAT 1.101 obv. 4). In my view the plant-like shaft-end may rather be a pictorial representation of the rolling thunder, as it is frequently attested in Syrian glyptic art before the mouth of the storm-god, albeit in horizontal orientation. 91 p. 426 fn. 3528: sá é-sag-gíl may well be part of the original inscription; the seal then would have belonged to the Adad worshipped in Babylon's main sanctuary (cf. p. 638f. (Kummiya) and Kumma (in the region of ›urma?) should be kept separate. It must be admitted, however, that the sequence of deities in KUB 45, 77: 10' = ChS 1/9, 104 (storm-god of Kumma, sun-goddess of Arinna, ›èbat) suggests that Kumma is also used as a by-form of Kumme (Kummiya). Otherwise the evidence is inconclusive: The storm-god of Kumma is named beside the storm-god of ›alab in the oracle-text IBoT 1, 33 (obv. 42) and might be mentioned in IBoT 2, 70 rev. 1', a fragmentary list of storm-gods, before the storm-god of ›alab and the storm-god of invocation (¢alziyawas ), who belongs to the circle of the Aleppine storm-god. The storm-god of Kumma figures prominently in KUB 3, 87, an Akkadian fragment that appears to be part of a letter, probably sent by an important prince or official in the region of Mittani, maybe in Alze, to Suppiluliuma. The text deals with oracle messages of the storm-gods of Iptalaim (sic?) and Kumma within the context of Suppiluliuma's Syrian campaign. The text mentions Antaratli, who is well known from the historical introduction of the Sattiwaza-treaty. This suggests that the letter was written sometime shortly before, during or after Suppiluliuma's one-year campaign, when Suppiluliuma installed Antaratli as king of Alze. The message of the storm-god of Kumma reminds one of the oracles of the stormgod of ›alab quoted in the famous letters of Zimrì-Lìm's Aleppocorrespondence. I offer a tentative transliteration and translation of the fragment (cf. also A. 
